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CAPITAL VALUE AND ECONOMIC RENT

Introduction

Balance sheets show the itemisation of capital assets and liabilities belonging to an enterprise.  It
is common practice to calculate ratios of earnings of the enterprise related to entries in the balance sheet
either in total, separately or according to some grouping of interest.  This can only be done satisfactorily if
the elements of earnings can be associated with the corresponding capital assets and valued consistently.

It is generally agreed, in both economic and the commercial accounting literature as well as in the
SNA, that the value of the capital asset to be shown in the balance sheet represents the present value of the
future income streams coming from the asset, suitably discounted, plus any residual value of the asset at
the end of its expected life.  Often in the case of fixed capital, a value can be determined from market
prices but these are assumed to be close approximations to the net present value.  This may not always be
exactly so, for example when an innovation commands a premium price for an initial period, but in general
in the long run it is reasonable to assume this equality will be established as long as there are no persistent
market imperfections.

A problem arises for some assets where no market value exists, typically fixed assets produced
for own use, especially intangible assets, for which sufficient market data is seldom available to establish a
fair valuation.  For these assets, it is necessary to identify the earnings appropriate to that asset in order to
calculate the capital value to be included in the balance sheet and, subsequently, consumption of this
capital.  The purpose of this paper is to explore the problems that arise when there is apparently insufficient
information available to associate earnings and capital values in the detail required.  The question is of
particular concern in the context of identifying the value to be attached to mineral deposits but has much
wider and more general implications, including the problem of identifying other forms of capital especially
intangible and even human capital.

The simplest case

Suppose an enterprise employs staff, uses its own physical fixed capital but has no other capital
assets.  This fits the model of an enterprise with only two factors of production, labour and capital.  The
returns to these, or earnings, are shown as value added; compensation of employees is the return to labour
and operating surplus is the return to capital.  This is a traditional view in economic literature (if we treat
“capital” as a term wide enough to include land) and in a sense is prevalent in the SNA since these are the
two immediate charges on value added shown in the generation of income account.  A generalisation of
this was incorporated in the 1993 SNA with the introduction of mixed income because of the impossibility
of separating these two factors of production in the case of someone working on own account.

The returns to capital are incorporated in gross operating surplus (GOS).  It is important to make
a distinction between gross and net operating surplus (NOS) to allow for the consumption of fixed capital
(CFC).  This is estimated in practice using a perpetual inventory model (PIM) which discounts the future
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earnings of the capital in question.  The assumptions built into the PIM (whether constant until sudden
death, straight line deterioration or exponential) are strictly assumptions about the pattern of future
earnings and not about the pattern of CFC though it is CFC which is determined from the PIM as the
change in future earnings over the period concerned and used in the accounts.  However, the model also
implies the pattern of the return to capital; it is expected earnings less CFC.

Earnings for individual assets?

In principle, the PIM can produce returns to different classes of assets or even individual assets.
If our simple enterprise possessed one building and six machines, identical apart from the date of purchase,
we could derive a figure from earnings from, and CFC for, each of the seven items.  However, when we
aggregate the earnings implied by the PIM for the seven individual assets, it may not be equal to the GOS
calculated for the enterprise.  It is not clear how the difference should be accounted for.  Assuming a
distribution according to the capital value of each asset, though arithmetically attractive, does not seem
plausible.  Would the addition of one more machine necessarily imply a decrease in the return to the
building or a move to a larger building imply a reduction to the returns to the machines?

One approach is to recognise that the enterprise operates as a going concern where the building
and machines are used together.  An enterprise operating with operational flair might be expected to
generate a return to the combined assets higher than the sum of the expected return of the individual assets.
It is the existence (or not) of such entrepreneurial flair that explains different “profitability’” levels for
apparently similar enterprises with comparable levels of capital employed.  When an enterprise is sold as a
going concern, “goodwill” is calculated as the excess of the value of the complete enterprise over the sum
of the assets and liabilities valued individually.  We might consider, therefore, that the difference between
GOS as observed and the calculated earnings from the individual assets represents the earnings on
“goodwill”.  We could accept this interpretation even without trying to measure goodwill directly and
including it on the balance sheet.  The convention that goodwill can only be measured objectively is at the
time of outright purchase of am enterprise is entirely consistent with the notion that objective estimates of
future earnings from entrepreneurial flair is inherently impossible.

In practice for the simple case we are considering, what is usually done is to compare the
observed GOS (or NOS) with the measured fixed capital only.  All the earnings are compared with all
measured capital, but arguable they are not perfectly consonant with one another.  Nevertheless, this may
give useful information over time, since variations will reflect not only the mix of assets included in fixed
capital but also the contribution of the entrepreneurial flair.

Adding other assets

A number of studies of the returns to capital1 comparing GOS to recorded fixed capital show
variations over time and across countries that are difficult to explain, even with this consideration of a
return to “goodwill”.  Increasingly the suggestion is made that this is because of other forms of capital not
shown in the balance sheet or included in the PIM, particularly intangible assets and possibly human
capital.  If an intangible asset can be identified and valued, there is no problem in treating it as simply
another form of fixed capital in the model suggested above.  It is added to the balance sheet and the PIM;
earnings are calculated and CFC derived just as for tangible assets.  An example where such might be the
case is purchased computer software.

                                                     
1 See for example, T.P.Hill, Profits and rates of return, OECD,1979
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A more difficult situation arises when something that is recognised as bringing benefit to the
enterprise in the same way that an intangible asset does  cannot be easily given an objective valuation.
Examples are customer lists and brands.  Here, like goodwill, there is something that corresponds at least
heuristically with the concept of an asset but it does not feature on the balance sheet.  When calculating a
residual return for the enterprise, these non-identified “assets” will be included with the non-measured
goodwill and may well be one reason for the variations from one enterprise to another with similar levels
of fixed capital.

Subsoil resources

The introduction of a value of sub-soil deposits in the balance sheet raises many of the same
questions as the introduction of intangible assets.  As long as the deposits are not recorded in the balance
sheets, rates of return to oil extracting enterprises will refer to fixed capital only.  In this case, though, a
circularity in improving the accounts quickly appears.  In order to determine a value of the deposits for the
balance sheets, attempts have been made to determine the returns expected from extraction over the future
so that the present value of these can be calculated.  Here the problem is how to separate total returns into
those relating to the fixed assets and those of the deposit per se.  In several studies2 an amount has been
deducted from NOS equal to the value of fixed capital times a “normal” rate of return on this.  Given the
fluctuations in NOS and the rather smooth rate of return on produced capital this technique produces, it is
not surprising that the earnings derived relating to the deposit oscillate significantly and are not
infrequently negative.  As indicated above, one reason for this is that under such a procedure all the
uncertainties associated with oil extraction are captured in this residual calculation and attributed to the
value of the deposit.  This clearly does not make economic sense but it is a method that has been adopted
because of the difficulty of making alternative calculations.

If it were possible to separate the pure extraction operation from the associated process of
establishing and maintaining the equipment used in the extraction process, then a more direct estimate of
the earnings of the deposit would be possible.  This is unlikely to be the case for all oil extraction
companies in the country in total.  However “the oil and gas industry is characterised, inter alia, by a wide
range of contractual arrangements designed to share and spread the costs, risks and rewards of exploration
and production activity amongst co-participants in particular ventures.”3  An inspection of the accounts for
firms operating under some of these, particularly those operating production sharing contracts or where the
participation of one party is expressed as a royalty interest may lead to identification of a valuation for the
deposits concerned which might be used by extension for deposits exploited under other arrangements.
Given the high degree of concentration in the industry as well as the peculiarities of risk sharing in it, this
might be more practical in this industry than would be the general case.

Apportioning the returns

The returns from using fixed capital accrue to the enterprise in the first place but may not remain
with it, depending on how the fixed assets were originally acquired.  Fixed assets used but not owned by
the enterprise do not concern us here, since the payments for these are treated as rentals in the SNA and
form part of intermediate consumption.  The lessor receives a return which covers his CFC, his operating
costs and his return on the investment.

                                                     
2 For example Landefelt and Hines, Joisce

3 Statement of recommended practice, No4 issued by the Oil Industry Accounting Committee, UK, 1991
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Agricultural land farmed by a tenant produces a return in the form of the operating surplus (or
mixed income) related to the agricultural yield to the tenant.  This represents the economic rent on the land
and will vary from year to year in response to climatic and market conditions.  Historically, the farmer
would have paid rent to the landlord as a share of the yield,; a share that indeed corresponded to economic
rent.  When the rent is a fixed sum, determined (perhaps years) in advance of the yield, the direct link to
economic rent is lost though the payment is still shown as “rent” under property income in the SNA.  As
such it is the return to the owner of the land and is a charge on the value added of the farmer but does not
directly relate to the “profitability” of the land in terms of its capacity.  If land is farmed by the owner, no
rent is payable or shown in the SNA.  Nevertheless, assuming that agricultural land is identified in the
balance sheets and operating surplus from agricultural activities is separately identified in the flow
accounts, gross rates of returns can be calculated as normal.  Since land is not used up, CFC is not shown
for land.  This is strictly only correct if there is no decline in the future income stream arising from the
current year’s activities.  If farming practices cause land to deteriorate, the yield (and value) will decline
and what will be derived from the accounts will in effect be a net rate of return even if no CFC for land is
shown explicitly.  In this case, a value for CFC could in principle be calculated by the normal process of
looking at the decline in net present values over time.

This analysis is only complete if the farmer rents all his fixed capital; if he owns some or all of it
there is still the problem of separating the returns to the fixed capital from the returns to the land.
However, since much agricultural equipment and even buildings are rented, it may be possible to identify
appropriate returns for these from rentals paid and use them to determine corresponding values in the case
of the owner-user.

Other charges on value added are payments of interest and dividends. These too are property
income payables representing a payment from the enterprise to the owner of the financial assets concerned.
Linking these to the returns on other fixed capital may not be straightforward.  If a building, say, is
financed by a loan, it is of interest to know how the interest payable on the loan relates to the returns from
the building.  This is of course the basis of the cost-benefit analysis typically undertaken within the
enterprise before deciding on the purchase of the building.  If the returns from the building exceed the
interest charges, it could be argued that there are returns from the loan over and above the direct costs of
the loan.  However, these returns have been accounted for in the value of operating surplus and attributed
to the building rather than the loan.

Alternatively, a loan may have been taken out simply in order to realise a holding gain through
successful speculation.  In this case the revenue realised will not appear in the production account and thus
in value added or operating surplus.  For financial assets there is no residual return adding to the operating
surplus not associated with a specific fixed asset.

Human capital

Labour has always been treated as a factor of production, the return to which is compensation of
employees (and part of mixed income).  Arguably, however, there is another sort of human capital were the
returns accrue at least in part  to the employer.  It must be assumed that if an employer chooses to employ
more rather than less skilled staff or introduces training schemes to enhance the skills of existing
employees, he does this because he anticipates a return to the enterprise in excess of the extra cost
involved.  As with goodwill and intangible assets, even if such an item is not separately identified and
included in the balance sheet, the residual operating surplus may include a return to these types of
expenditure even if they have been written off as current expenditure.
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Conclusions

1. The value of operating surplus coming from the generation of income account include returns to
the enterprise from the use of

(i) fixed capital, both tangible and intangible identified in the balance sheet,

(ii) land,

(iii) intangible assets and goodwill to which no objective value can be attributed and thus do
not appear in the balance sheet of the enterprise,

(iv) expenses on training or acquiring extra skilled staff (human capital).

To the extent that some costs in (iii) and (iv) might more properly be regarded as capital expenditure than
intermediate consumption, operating surplus will be understated.  It is not possible to say a priori how the
magnitude of such an understatement would compare with the corresponding understatement on the
balance sheet.

2. If there are any omissions from the balance sheet, accounting rates of return calculated as
operating surplus over values of capital stock (whether gross or net) will be misleading.  In almost all
cases, goodwill will be omitted and this may often be significant, either positive or negative.

3. Even if all separable assets were identified in the balance sheet and correctly valued, total
operating surplus cannot be exhaustively allocated among them in a manner completely consistent with the
PIM used to generate CFC for the same assets.

4. If a residual calculation of earnings on unquantified assets is used as a basis of subsequent
calculated of the present value of the income stream of the assets in question, the results are likely to be
unpredictable and not necessarily reliable.

5. As a result, attempts to put values on difficult to measure assets must be attempted directly,
possibly using comparator data from different but similar enterprises.
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SUMMARY -- MEASUREMENT OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS

The 1993 SNA extended the asset boundary to cover a number of intangible assets.  In keeping
with the nature of advice in the SNA, the extension was specified in theoretical terms without any guidance
about how to value these assets in practical terms.  Many accounting standards also have extended the
scope of assets to include intangible items.  In general, though, they tend to be rather conservative in that
values are only given in balance sheets when they can be established unambiguously, usually as a result of
explicit transactions relating to the items.  This is the case for example with transferable contracts and
goodwill.  However, the rationalization for the extension in the SNA was the realization that several
important aspects of economic activity may be misrepresented if items bringing the benefits associated
with tangible assets are treated purely as current expenditure.  For corporations, expenditure may increase
intermediate consumption and reduce value added (thus GDP) rather than showing up as fixed capital
formation.  NDP will not be understated to the same extent because the corresponding consumption of
fixed capital will also be missing.  Insofar as new capital expenditure remains fairly constant from year to
year and may approximate the amount written off as consumption of fixed capital, the error in NDP may
not be extreme.  However, the values entered in the balance sheets will understate capital expenditure by
the corporation and analysis relating operating surplus to the levels of capital stock will be distorted.

Background papers are provided reviewing the considerations for the inclusion of certain items as
capital assets and rejection of others. This paper (Capital value and economic rent) is for discussion.  It
explores the relationship between operating surplus as the return to all assets, whether identified in the
balance sheet or not, and the partition of this among individual assets.  This is not only desirable for
economic analysis, but may be the only way to derive a value of discounted future earnings to establish a
value to enter in the balance sheet.  There is thus a circularity inherent in establishing both the returns on
capital and the value of that capital.

The meeting is invited to discuss the following questions:

1. Can operating surplus be allocated as returns to individual types of capital in a predetermined
order or pattern or should the attribution be done simultaneously?

2. Is all operating surplus attributable in principle to items (that might be) shown in the balance
sheet or is there a return accruing to the entrepreneur from the combination of the assets over
and above what might be associated with individual assets?

3. How far can indirect information be used to infer estimates for items it is desirable to
estimate individually?


